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I recognize that I really want someone to say yes…Because if they
say yes, it will be good for me…And it will be good for
them…Because we’re doing something together, our lives will be
better…If I ask them to do this…I’m giving them the opportunity to
say no…And when someone says no to my request…Especially a
request I really believe in…Especially a request I really want…It is
easy to feel that when they say no, they are rejecting me as a
person…Like they are saying I am not worth their time…They are
saying I’m not worth their effort…They are saying I am not worth
their energy…They are judging me as unworthy…Because when I
ask for something…It is because I believe in it…On some level my
request is part of me…And when they turn down my request, it
feels as if they are turning me down…I give myself permission to
recognize that when people say no to me…They are saying this is
the wrong fit…They are saying this isn’t the right time…They’re
saying they’re not in the right emotional state to say yes…They are
saying they don’t understand what I am offering…When someone
rejects my offer…That is not the same as rejecting me… They
aren’t making a value statement about me…They’re not making a

judgment of me…They are stating where they are…Therefore it is
safe for me to ask…When I ask I’m giving them permission to say
no…It is not judgment…It is not a statement of who they think I
am…I give myself permission to know my life is better when I ask
for what I want…Even if most of the time people say no…Every
time someone says yes it is an opportunity and experience I
wouldn’t otherwise have…I give myself permission to be easy with
myself as I ask…Knowing that my ask doesn’t have to be perfect…It
is safe for me to want what I want…And it is safe for me to ask…It
is even safe for me to hear them say no.

